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Reception
Children will be learning
about the book astro girl
and then Penguins.
We will move onto phase 3
phonics and link this to work
about these books, finding
out about different places
through art, design and
investigations.
CLL and English
Descriptive writing — children
will share stories about space.
We will be working around the
story of Bob, Man on the Moon
over several weeks developing the
different parts of the story.
We will continue to learn our
phonics and SPAG.
Year One recapping phase 3/4
and learning phase 5.
Year two will be recapping phase
5 and learning phase 6.
Please remember Spell Shed is
updated weekly inline with what
we are learning in class.

Science – Yr1/2

Feeding and exercise
Reception chn will investigate
light and where we live.

PSED– Yr1/2 Welcoming new

life.
Reception chn will compare
simiairiteies and differences.
Likes and dislilkes between ourselves and others.

History-We will find out about

Yuri Gagarin, The Space Race,
Neil Armstrong, Helen Sharman
and Tim Peake and other explorers such as Christopher Columbus, Artic Explorers and many

This

Spring1 2021
Class One
Year R/ 1 /2

half

terms topic is
Explorers and
beyond!
Weekly routines
Reading books will be changed
every Monday if they have been
read over the weekend and the
comments support a new book.
Children will read with an adult
on a Thursday.
If necessary a new book will be
issued.
PE is every Tuesday for ALL
children.
Outdoor Learning is every Friday.
Art/DT– – DT topic is pirates and

picnics. Learning about healthy diets
and food catagories.
Reception Chn will bake on Thursdays.

Music– Music – creating music about a
journey to space, finding out about music in space.
Rec Chn will move to music in different ways.
ICT– Following instructions, direction,
inputting information and controlling
space buggies! Using and applying skills
in research

How can you help at home?

Maths
Reception Maths
We will be reciting numbers
to 100
Practising counting forwards and backwards from
20/10. Start to learn about
estimation. Counting objects and actions.Start to
use language such as more
and fewer to compare sets.
Finally investiaging shapes
and weights of objects.
Year one-

Children will be adding by
counting on within 20,Add
ones using number bonds activity
Find and make number bonds
to 20
Subtraction - not crossing 10
And subtraction by counting
back
Then Subtraction - crossing 10
and
Comparing number sentences
Extension will be to move onto
numbers to 50 Counting forwards and backwards within
50 continuing to reinforce
tens and ones
Compare objects and numbers
within 50
Year TwoChildren will work on recognising equal groups, begin multiplication using x symbols and
multiplication from pictures.
Then use arrays with doubles
2s 5s 10s. They will practise
this by making equal groups
and sharing.
We will the learn about dividing by 2s
Odds and evens, dividing by 5s
and 10s.
Finally moving onto
Tally charts Pictograms, drawing pictograms and interpreting them.

Children will soon be given a reading book and spelling.
Encourage reading as often as and assist children in completing homework when given.
Please ensure all clothing, including coats and footwear are named where possible and
your child has a water bottle in school daily.
Thank you!

